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Gu Xuan nodded and said, “Yes, you have survived the first two times, and
your physique has made a breakthrough.”
Gu Hanxing said excitedly: “Then am I in the congenital realm now? I don’t
need to take Xisui Pill tomorrow, right?”
Gu Xuan immediately turned dark and said, “It’s still far away, how difficult
is the innate realm, and it’s hard to climb to the sky! You are now only
because you have digested a part of the medicinal effect of the marrow pill,
and your physique has increased, and you want to break through to the
innate realm. , It is necessary to take a whole Xisui Pill and consolidate it
before it has a chance to reach the innate realm.”
“Ah? Want to eat it?” Gu Hanxing’s energetic expression instantly collapsed.
Gu Xuan glared at him fiercely and said, “Be timid before you fight! How
can you avenge Lin Ziming like this! If you continue to take Xisui Pill
tomorrow, if you dare not follow, I will break your leg.”
Gu Hanxing trembled, and had no choice but to agree.
On the third day, he was already terrified. Under Gu Xuan’s persecution, he
barely swallowed a part of the marrow pill, and it was painful to death, and
it hurt more and more!
By the fourth day, he had completely lost the will, and he wanted to stop
here, was forcibly captured by Gu Xuan, and poured the Xisui Pill in. This
time it was more painful, the body was torn apart, and I was incontinent, and
the feces and urine were unsightly.
On the fifth and sixth day, he really couldn’t hold on anymore, no matter
how Gu Xuan forced him, he refused.
In the end, Gu Xuanzhen had a way, but he could only tie Gu Hanxing with
a strong method, forcibly pour the Xisui Pill in, and then plug his mouth
with a muzzle.
Persevering with this method can be considered barely enough to finish
taking the whole Xisui Pill.
Finally, under Gu Xuan’s coercive means, Gu Hanxing finally survived.
When he opened his eyes, golden light seemed to flow through his pupils,
and the whole person’s temperament became different. There was a huge
amount of energy in his body. energy.
He stood up, the hemp rope that had tied him was actually broken free by
him easily.
“Dad, I find that I have inexhaustible strength in my body, and one punch
can pierce the sky through!” Gu Hanxing said confidently, and then he
punched out, punching a hole in the wall, it was like a bubble, unbearable
one strike.
Gu Xuan nodded, and said lightly that was good.
“Dad, am I already in the innate state now?” Gu Hanxing asked.
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Gu Xuanzheng answered immediately, but was silent for a while, sighed and
said, “It’s almost.”
“What!?” Gu Hanxing opened his eyes wide, full of disbelief, and said:
“Impossible! I feel that I have endless power now, how much stronger than
before, I don’t know how many times, how can it be that it is not innate!”
Gu Xuan was also annoyed, and said, “It’s not that you are to blame! You
don’t have enough will to stand it down, and you will rely on Lao Tzu to
pour it into your mouth with strong means. How can this effect be better!” ”
Gu Hanxing suddenly withered, like a frosted eggplant.
Gu Xuan said again: “However, the effect of the medicine is still in your
body. As long as you work harder and digest the effect of the medicine, you
still have the hope of breaking through to the innate realm.”
“That’s good, then good…” Suddenly thinking of something, Gu Hanxing
hurriedly said: “No! The beast that Lin Ziming photographed was the superb
cleansing pill. If he took it, wouldn’t it be already Is it innate?!”
Indeed, it is normal for Gu Hanxing to have such worries. What Lin Ziming
photographed was the superb cleansing pill, which had better medicinal
effects. Wouldn’t it be easier to reach the innate realm? And he is not in the
congenital realm now, and when he meets Lin Ziming, isn’t it the situation
of being completely abused!
However, Gu Xuan sneered and said, “What about the best cleansing pill? It
is undeniable that the quality of the best cleansing pill is indeed better than
that of the first class cleansing pill. This also means that the people at the
peak of the day after tomorrow have taken the best cleansing pill. , The pain
will be even greater! If Lin Ziming really dared to take the best cleansing
pill, then he will suffer more than three times as much as yours. Do you
think he can survive it? And once it fails, it is A dead end!”
Gu Hanxing laughed loudly after listening, and he was not sad for an instant,
especially proud and gloating, “According to that, Lin Ziming is a beast,
hahaha…”
Gu Xuan also smiled, but there was a faint worry deep in his heart. In case,
if Lin Ziming really survives, then Lin Ziming’s innate realm will be even
stronger.
So did Lin Ziming survive?
In fact, Lin Ziming also started taking it after Gu Hanxing took Xisui Dan.
Without any help from outsiders, he shut himself up in a remote room, and
after preparing everything, he used his own ability to make breakthroughs.
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